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B-PHYSICS AT TEVATRON�Marin WolterTufts University, Medford, MA 02155, USAandH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Poland(Reeived June 28, 2002)During the run period (1992�1995) CDF experiment has olleted110 pb�1 of pp ollisions at 1.8 TeV enter of mass energy. The high-lights of the CDF B physis results are desribed, among them the mostimportant are the measurement of B hadron masses, lifetimes and mixingas well as the observation of the B meson and the measurement of theCP violation parameter sin 2�. Run IIa will give a unique opportunity ofextended B physis studies due to the high luminosity of 2 fb�1 of pp olli-sions and the major upgrades of both Tevatron experiments, CDF and D0.The perspetives for the B measurements, speially the studies of heavierB hadrons are desribed, together with the Run I highlights.PACS numbers: 14.20.Mv, 14.40.Nd1. IntrodutionDuring the running period 1992-1995 (Run I) CDF experiment has ol-leted 110 pb�1 of pp ollisions at 1:8 TeV enter of mass energy. Due tothe large (� 100 �b) ross-setion for bb prodution in pp ollisions Teva-tron provides a good opportunity for high statistis B physis studies. Alarge number of measurements have been performed. The highlights inludethe measurements of B hadron masses, lifetimes and mixing. Also for the�rst time the B meson was observed. CDF obtained also a ompetitivemeasurement of the CP violation parameter sin 2�.� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(2915)



2916 M. WolterDuring the �rst part of Run II, whih started at the end of 2002, Tevatronplans to deliver 2 fb�1 of pp to eah of CDF and D0 experiments at the enterof mass energy of 1:96 TeV. Apart from the inreased statistis, both CDFand D0 detetors enhaned their potential by the series of major upgrades ofthe traking, partile identi�ation and triggering systems. CDF and D0 areapable, beside improving the Run I results, to study the heavier B hadrons,searh for Bs mixing, measure the CKM angle  and study the �B and B.This program omplements the measurements at B-fatories working at the� (4S) resonane. 2. Run I resultsThis report restrits itself mostly to the measurement ofB hadron masses,lifetimes, mixing and CP violation from the CDF experiment. The preisesilion vertex detetor is essential for seleting events with B hadrons. Afterinstalling the new silion traking system, as a part of Run II upgrade, D0experiment is also apable of performing preise B physis studies.B hadron data samples are seleted by triggering on the semileptoni Bdeays. This approah ensures a leaner signal with limited statistis.CDF has measured the lifetimes and masses of all B hadrons. The heavyB mesons and �B baryon are not produed at the � (4S) resonane, at whihe+e� mahines are operating. CDF is the only experiment observing Bmeson [1℄ (Fig. 1) and provides the world average for Bs and �C massesand lifetimes. The measured values are [1�4℄:m(Bs) = 5:3699 � 0:0023 � 0:0013GeV �(Bs) = 1:36 � 0:10 psm(�B) = 5:621 � 0:004 � 0:003GeV �(�B) = 1:32 � 0:17 psm(B) = 5:40 � 0:39 � 0:13GeV �(B) = 1:36 � 0:10 ps :In the framework of the Standard Model, the soure of the CP violationand B mixing are the transitions between quarks desribed by the Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa matrix. In this model CP violation arises due to theirreduible phases in the CKM matrix.The CDF Run I the measurement of sin 2�, one of the angles of the uni-tarity triangle, is obtained by extrating the amplitude of the CP asymmetryin the deay B0=B0 ! J= K0S :A(t) = NBd!J= KS �NBd!J= KSNBd!J= KS +NBd!J= KS � sin 2� sin�mdt :
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Fig. 1. Observation of B-invariant mass distribution plot (J= + lepton).Additionally, the deay hannel B0=B0 !  (2S)K0S is used to improve pre-ision of the measurement. Both hannels require identi�ation of the Bmeson �avor at prodution, mostly based on the opposite side lepton, on jetharge tag and on the same side pion tags.Proper deay time measurements were performed using the muon traksmeasured in the silion vertex detetor. Events with the low lifetime reso-lution were used to build the asymmetry integrated over lifetime, whih isstill a measure of sin 2�. CDF experiment has measured sin 2� to be [5℄:sin 2� = 0:91 � 0:32(stat) � 0:18(syst):The CDF sin 2� measurement was the best diret indiation, that the CPsymmetry is violated in the b quark system. Reently, the dediated B fa-tories BaBar and Belle delivered results with both statistial and systematierrors three times smaller than those of CDF.Mixing was also measured for Bd using several hannels. The results aresummarized in Fig. 2. A limit on heavy Bs mixing has been determined tobe �mS > 5:8ps�1 at 95% on�dene level [6℄.
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Fig. 2. Summary of Bd mixing measurements.3. Run IIa physis prospetsRun IIa, whih started at the end of 2001, is going to provide 2 fb�1to eah of the Tevatron experiments. To improve the overall performane,CDF and D0 have undergone major upgrades in reent years. CDF modi-�ations [7℄, most important for B physis, inlude the new silion traker,new COT traking hamber, new DAQ with less dead time and the TOFsystem improving the strangeness tagging performane. The muon detetoroverage has been doubled to over a range of j�j < 2.The D0 Silion Mirostrip Traker is greatly improving the traking per-formane. New eletronis, DAQ and trigger speed up the data olletion,and Silion Trak Trigger (oming only summer 2002) will allow triggeringon traks with impat parameter resolution of � 30�m. One of the high-lights of the D0 experiment is the exellent lepton and traking overage(j�j < 2 for muons, j�j < 2:5 for eletrons and j�j < 3 for traks).With 2 fb�1 of data eah of the Tevatron experiments should signi�-antly improve the preision of sin 2� measurement up to about�0:05 (CDF)(Fig. 3) [8℄ and �0:04 (D0). CDF has exellent proper time resolution andvery good signal-to-noise, whereas the D0 detetor has exellent trakingoverage in the the entral and forward region. The mixing of Bs meson willbe measured from the proess Bs ! D�S �+. CDF expets signi�ant yieldsin hadroni Bs deay modes. These signal sample will allow CDF to probeBs mixing well above the region expeted by Standard Model �ts to othermeasureables, whih is xS � 20.
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Fig. 3. Preision of the sin 2� measurement and Bs mixing sensitivity as a funtionof the integrated luminosity at CDF.Both experiments will measure the CP violation angle  in a ombinationof Bd ! �+�� and Bs ! K+K� deays. The estimated error should bearound 7ir, assuming the signal to bakground ratio of about 1/2.CDF and D0 attempt will also to study ��S=�S (lifetime di�erenebetween heavy BHs and light BLs ) in Bs ! J= � and in Bs ! D+S D�Sdeays. In ase of CDF the expeted preision of the ombined result fromboth proesses is �0:04.Tevatron experiments intend also to improve the measurements of Bhadrons masses and lifetimes, and to searh for rare deays.4. ConlusionsTevatron experiments have a rih physis program to exploit 2 fb�1 ofdata to be olleted in Run II. The main goals of the B physis programare: the measurement of the Bs osillations, the measurement of the angle of the unitarity triangle, improved measurement of sin 2� and the study of��S=�S. In large part, espeially for the heavier B hadrons, this programis omplementary to the studies performed by the B fatories working at� (4S) resonane, where only the light Bd mesons are produed.
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